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_..to the summer issue of Grass Roots, the magazine for all community
gardening groups, including Britain in Bloom, It's Your Neighbourhood,
and RHSAffiliated Societles.
This summer we've heard from scientists
that Antarctic ice melt is speeding up,
with fears of rising sea levels. We've been
warned too that our native wildlife is in
steep decline, and in particular, of an
alarming drop in insect numbers. There is
no doubt that our natural environment
is under threat, and it is easy to feel
despairing, particularly when the radical
solutions that are needed seem far off.

~
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habitat for wildlife, nurturing green spaces
for us to enjoy, and producing food to share
- all while inspiring the next generation.
This issue is filled with tips and advice
on growing for a greener future, and
will hopefully inspire you to get started.
And if you are already working with your
community group to tackle climate change,
we would love to hear all about it.
Best wishes and happy gardening .:

But right across the UK, communities
. are banding together to take action.
Community gardeners are natural
environmental leaders. They're growing

Emily Braham, Editor

Cover image: The RHSGrowing Communities
Garden at RHS Hampton Court Palace Flower
Show (RHS)
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on or recycle it.
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The Royal Horticultural Society is the UK's
leading gardening charity, dedicated to
advancing horticulture and promoting gardening.
Our community campaigns support more
than 5,000 groups in creating greener and
more interconnected communities. For more
information about RHS Britain in Bloom, RHS
It's Your Neighbourhood and RHSAffiliated
Societies, please visit rhs.org.uk/get-involved
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@LLinBloom
(Leighton-Linslade
Bedfordshire)

in Bloom,

We have been working hard in our
community gardens to create colourful
and sustainable areas within the town.
Have you seen our gardens yet - what
do you think?

@blackwell_de55
(Blackwell Primary School,
Derbyshire)
After spending the last half term
growing lots of plants ready to harvest,
today's Tough Tomatoes gardening club
began to plan for our very first farmers
market in July. We can't wait to see their
great ideas in action!

@eppinginbloom (Essex)
It's always difficult to find regular
volunteers to water the plants. We were
lucky to have irrigation installed in the
community garden thanks to grant aid
funding from Epping Forest District
Council. The other areas we look
after have been planted with lots
of drought-tolerant plants.

@CookerySchool,
@thecrowneestate
& @Wild_West_End (London)
have created a green corridor linking
Regent's Park and St James's Park. This
is encouraging birds, bees and bats back
into this iconic area of London (and it
includes our allotment).

Share your news with us on Twitter @RHSBloom.email your letters to
communities@rhs.org.uk, or send by post to RHSCommunity Horticulture,
RHS,80 Vincent Square, London SW1P 2PE.Letters may be edited for publication.

Become a Britain
in Bloom judge

News

We are looking for people with a
passion for horticulture and community
gardening to become UK Finals
Bloom judges. You should have good
knowledge of plants, horticultural
practice and/or environmental issues,
along with experience of working in,
or supporting, volunteer-led projects.
For further information and to view the
role description, please visit rhs.org.uk/
get-involved/volunteer/roles
or contact
communities@rhs.org.uk

Community
gardeners on show

RHS Show Garden to help those
with mental health issues'
The 'RHS Feel Good Garden' from RHS
Chelsea Flower Show 2018 will soon be
rehomed at Camden and Islington NHS
Foundation Trust (C&I) to benefit its
patients and staff. Andrew Kingston, C&I

to interact with an outdoor environment

Recovery Service Manager and expert in
horticultural therapy, said, 'It will give

Matt Keightley, was inspired by his vision
for the larger Health and W~lIbeing Garden
that will be created at RHS Garden Wisley.

vulnerable individuals a rare opportunity

and will be of significant support in their
recovery. It's a unique and wonderful gift
to patients, their relatives and carers, as
well as to staff.' The garden, designed by

RHS volunteering forum
to bolster people power
A community forum at the RHS Hampton
Court Palace Flower Show 2018 saw groups
brainstorming ways to recruit and retain
more volunteers and strengthen community
engagement. Community groups took part
in discussions to share their experiences,
challenges and successes.In recent surveys of
Britain in Bloom, It's Your Neighbourhood
and Campaign for School Gardening groups,
recruiting and retaining volunteers was
listed as a key barrier.
The show also featured a community
garden designed by Ion Wheatley, which
highlighted how gardens can boost
biodiversity, improve health and wellbeing,
combat climate change and grow food. For

Some fantastic examples of community
gardening were showcased at RHS
Flower Show Tatton Park, with volunteers
from Willow Garden Project helping to
create the 'Up Here BBC North West
Garden,' which will be putting the plants
to good use after the show. Bus Stop
Boulevards - living bus stop designs by
community groups - also created a buzz,
including a bee-themed display by social
enterprise Start Inspiring Minds.

Compostable containers
and funding from
Vegware
If your group is working to create a more
sustainable society, you could be eligible
for support by Vegware Community
Fund. There are small monthly payments
for not-for-profit sustainability initiatives,
as well as the free supply of compostable
packaging for community events up for
grabs. Visit vegwarecommunityfund.
org/how-to-apply
for more details.

Grants for community
heritage
The Heritage Lottery Fund is offering
grants of n,000-f1 0,000 to help
communities celebrate their heritage.
A huge range of projects are eligible,
including wildlife conservation, town
centre revival and park restoration,
provided there is a benefit to people,
communities and heritage. Visit
hlf.org.uk/looking-funding/our-grantprogrammes/our-heritage

advice on working with volunteers visit rhs.
org.uk/get-involved/community-gardening

rhs.orq.uk/qet-involved
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Groups growing greener
Schools and community groups across the UK are getting stuck in to help
protect the planet. Here are some ways in which they are growing greener.

Bright ideas in Bothwell
Bothwell Community Garden in Scotland,

areas, an orchard, a soft fruit cage, wildlife

run by the Organic Growers of Bothwell,
won the inaugural Gardening in a Changing
Climate award in the 2017 RHS Britain
in Bloom UK Finals.
Sheena Walker, one of the co-ordinators
of the project, explained that, 'In our own

areas, a pond and a bog garden. Bothwell
Beekeepers also make use of the garden
and use the range of nectar- and pollen-rich
plants on site as a feeding ground for their

small way we w~:mted to raise awareness
of the need to safeguard the planet's
resources for future generations by
recycling, reducing and reusing materials
wherever possible. From the outset we

potting shelter convert energy from the sun
into electricity, with excess fed back into
the national grid, while rainwater harvested
from the roof is used for irrigating the beds.

pledged to promote biodiversity and
organic growing methods.'
The group began its all-organic garden
in 2010, transforming a disused football
pitch with a grant of £196,000 from the
Climate Challenge Fund (CCF). Features
include 62 raised beds, with individuals
and groups caring for specific plots, two
poly tunnels, a potting shelter, composting
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bees, which are kept nearby.
Photovoltaic panels on the roof of the

Two repurposed shipping containers form
a hub for the site, housing a communal
equipment shed alongside a small office.
A cycle shelter encourages members to
leave the car at home where possible. The
nearby National Cycle Route also takes
cyclists through part of the Bothwell
Nature Trail and leads to the primary
school next door.
Volunteers meet for regular social events

and weekly volunteering at the garden,
attracting people with a range of skill levels,
including adults with disabilities and Duke
of Edinburgh Award participants. 'We aim
to make people feel better by giving them
an attractive, biodiverse environment that
they can enjoy,' says Sheena.
Offering advice to others looking to green
their community or to harness volunteering
efforts, the group suggests first confirming
that there is demand for such a project
in your area. 'We gauged the interest of
local residents by including a flyer in the
annual Brighter Bothwell newsletter, which
is hand-delivered by volunteers to around
3,000 homes,' explained Sheena. 'From the
number of responses received we knew it
was a goer, so we set up a meeting with a
speaker from an established organic garden
to offer some inspiration. Before long we
were up and running!'

5

A whole school effort

A One Planet approach
Keep Scotland Beautiful, which co-ordinates the Scottish arm
of Britain in Bloom, is encouraging people to hold 'One Planet
Picnics' as a way of celebrating healthy, local food that's good for
communities and for the planet. Groups, businesses and residents
are being called on to celebrate local harvests with as little
packaging as possible, reducing food and plastic waste
and celebrating organic food.
Following the same theme, schools across Scotland designed
pallet-sized One Planet Picnic Pocket Gardens that were displayed
at the annual Gardening Scotland event in May (pictured above).

Wicor Primary School in Hampshire, an RHS Five Star Gardening
School, puts sustainability right at the heart of its learning
approach. The pupils have had cookery lessons with chefs from
Rick Stein's celebrated restaurant company to teach them about
seasonality and preserving produce. They also have a large wildlife
area and keep honeybees and red mason bees in the school
grounds to learn about pollination and wildlife life cycles.
The school has waged Q war on plastics, growing a garden with
plants that Were raised
in plastic bottles at RHS
Chelsea Flower Show
in 2017, and creating
Christmas decorations from
reused materials. Head
teacher Mark Wild man was
motivated to teach pupils
that we are 'dependent on
th.e existence of the planet
for our own existence and
to see the real value of the
soil, the air and the food
that we eat.'

Nominate your
group
All It's Your Neighbourhood
and Britain in Bloom groups
can now self-nominate
for the Gardening in a
Changing Climate award,
along with all Discretionary
Awards, previously only for
UK Finalists. Visit rhs.org.
uk/get-involved/britain-inbloom/resources

Small green fingers, big impact
Berrywood Primary School Environmental
Leader Matt Walker set up the Hampshire
school's Green Heroes programme as a
way to bring learning to life. 'It's a way for
pupils to explore, enjoy and develop the
vitality of life in our fragile ecosystem,' he
explains. Students have helped sow a large
wildflower meadow, made bug hotels to
support wildlife, and learned about healthy
eating by growing fruit and veg. A typical
day begins with observations of the wildlife

pond or wild bee activity (work on an apiary
is also under way), before sketching flowers
in art class and learning about plastic
pollution in science. 'The idea is for children
to be inspired by nature, empowered with
knowledge about the changing climate
and provided with opportunities to make
positive contributions to the community,'
Matt says. 'We learn about our dependence
on the natural world and how important it is
that we find ways to be more sustainable.'

rhs.org.uk/get-involved

Cleaning up:
community
•

•

compurqrunq
With the current spotlight on our growing problem with
waste, we hear from the Marine Conservation Society's Clare
Fisher on how the simple litter-pick has led to UK-wide action.
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Left
An eye-catching
promotional poster
from the MCS
#STOPthePlasticTide
campaign.

Life's a beach

Wet Wipes Turn Nasty

One of the Marine Conservation Society's
(MCS) most successful community

In 2015, the event threw up a horrible
statistic - the numbers of wet wipes found

campaigns is about to enter its 25th year.
Our Great British Beach Clean (GBBC),
which this year runs from 1l.j-17 September,

on UK beaches had increased by more
than 50 percent in 12 months. Wipes
flushed down toilets were causing sewers
to become blocked and overflow, then they
would get washed into rivers and end up
on beaches.
With some pro bono help from an ad
agency, which created Wallace the Wet

helps people all around the country
to care for their coastline.
Although the event covers the whole of
the UK, each beach clean and litter survey
is a local affair run by organisers from each
community, and is promoted locally and
often reported on by community media.
At head office, we promote the event
with a press release calling for volunteers
and organisers. We support this with
targeted social media posts and em ails that
we send to people in the local area, and
those who are on our database and have
elected to hear more. Our existing volunteer
base is very loyal, with hardly anyone
having to be asked to return each year.
Many even give up their time to help keep
local beaches clean throughout the year.
The event has grown rapidly since it
began in 1993, with just under 7,000
volunteers helping clean 339 beaches in
2017! This year we hope to increase that
number substantially and make our 25th
Great British Beach Clean a real milestone.
Over the past few years, data collected
from successive GBBC events has helped
lead to the 5p carrier bag charge in shops
across the UK, a ban on microbeads in
personal care products, clearer labelling
on wet wipes and a significant drop in
the number of dog poo bags found
on beaches.

Wipe Monster, we launched the Wet Wipes
Turn Nasty campaign. In less than a year,
several manufacturers and retailers made
'not flushable' labelling clearer, and
the plastic content was removed from
many brands.

Powerful pictures
The MCS launched a successful social
media campaign using the hashtag
#STOPthePlasticTide. It featured eyecatching images of people with plastic
drinking straws up their noses, following a
video of one being removed from a turtle's
nostril going viral. It led 30,000 people to
take action to ask the government, pubs and
restaurants to ditch single-use plastics, and
the campaign raised more than

no,ooo.

The government is now considering
banning single-use plastics, and several UK
companies, including Wetherspoons pubs,
have stopped using them.
Litter clean-ups serve for some as a first
foray in community action and as a staple
event for many gardening groups. Visit
rhs.org.uk/communitygardening/resources
for a guide to running one of your own.

The MCS offers top tips
on creating effective
campaigns with impact
Have a clear campaign

aim

Keep things simple and use a clear
slogan, such as 'Keep Smith Street
Allotments open', or 'Go peat-free in
the garden'. Overcomplicate things
and people might not understand
what your cause is all about.

Target your communications
The 'general public' is a bit vague;
you'll make more of an impact if you
have a set of people in mind that
you want to reach. This can still be
broad - at MCS, we targeted water
company customers with our successful
Wet Wipes Turn Nasty campaign. Use
simple, inclusive language that is well
targeted to your group. If you're stuck
for inspiration, look at other campaigns
aimed at a similar audience. Work with
other groups or national causes where
possible to amplify your message and
bring people together.

Call in some favours
Social media was built for campaigns.
Use Twitter, Facebook and Instagram
to promote your campaign. If you're
not a social butterfly, ask family and
friends to help, making use of relevant
hashtags while you are there to help
spread the word. As a general rule, use
lots of pictures, very few words and ask
others to share, like and retweet.

Breaking news
If your campaign is local and affects
local people, talk to the media on
your doorstep - newspapers and radio
stations are always looking for content.
Think about what makes your campaign
interesting, and isolate your key points
before pitching your idea. Provide good
quality images where possible.
rhs.org.uk/get-involved
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How is the climate changing?
Gardeners tend to be more in tune with
the weather than most people, benefiting
from extended growing seas~ns as
temperatures rise, or being challenged
by late frosts and heavy rain. Climate
models show that the world will become
hotter, but it will be extreme events, such
as heavy rainstorms and long periods of
drought, which will present the greatest
challenges to gardeners. In the UK, .
rainfall will become increasingly variable,
with much of the country expected to be
frost-free in some years. The number of
very wet days during the winter will rise,
especially in northern areas. The length of
dry spells will also increase, mostly in the
south, and particularly during the summer.
But community gardeners can help reduce
the impact of the changing climate
while making the most of new growing

2 Grow a range of plants
Some plants are now flowering earlier than
expected, not necessarily coinciding with
the time that pollinators ore active. Planting
a range of species will ensure sufficient.
food sources for insects for as long as
possible. Recent RHS research has shown
that a mixture of native, near-native and
non-native species is the best combination
for attracting a diverse insect community.

3 Think local
Warmer summers and milder winters could
allow for the growth of new species. With
hosepipe bans likely to become more
frequent, consider planting species naturally
suited to local conditions. For example, opt
for drought-tolerant plants in the south of

opportunities.

the UK, and those suited to more humid
conditions in the milder, wetter north.
(See pages 10-11 for more on dry gardens.)

1 Green and more green

4 Sustainable resource use

A longer growing season means more time

With an increased likelihood of hosepipe
bans, install large water butts to ensure a
sufficient supply for the growing season.
Avoid peat-containing composts, as

to grow plants, and anything green in your
community will be actively removing carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere and locking
it away in the soil.

Grass Roots.
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peatlands are one of the world's largest

natural carbon stores and are important
habitats for wildlife.

5 Reduce, reuse, recycle, reinvest
The manufacturing process of fertilisers has
a high carbon footprint, and their use can
lead to contamination of our waterways,
so opt for natural alternatives. The creation
of plastic for pots and other products also
has a high carbon footprint, so reuse and
recycle these where possible. Encourage
your local nursery to sign-up to a pot
recycling scheme if they haven't already.

6 Integrated

pest management

At RHS Garden Wisley in Surrey, we have
already seen the spread of existing pests
and diseases, while accidentally-introduced
species are more likely to survive. Select
plants and plant suppliers carefully to
ensure correct procedures have been met.
Keep pests in check by supporting a range
of natural predators, opt for biological
control and ensure good air circulation
through borders to reduce humidity
after summer rain.

9

Planting for a changing climate
To ensure that your garden is fit for the future and able to withstand
heavy, intense downpours as well as prolonged dry periods, opt for
more resilient plants that can handle extreme weather conditions.

1 Amelanchier
x grandiflora
'Robin Hill'

AGM

Good for: endures strong winds.
Needs: likes sandy, non-alkaline
soils, tolerates wet and dry.

2 Calamagrostis
brachytricha AGM
Good for: tolerates intermittent
wet and dry periods.
Needs: grows in most positions
and soil types.

3 Cornus alba
'Sibirica'

AGM

Good for: tolerant of
intermittent drying and wetting.
Needs: prefers a sunny spot.
Lt

Cotinus coggygria

'Royal Purple'

AGM

Good for: withstands strong
winds, regulating soil moisture
Needs: grows well in most soil
types and aspects.

5 Primula vialii

AGM

Good for: tolerates waterlogged
and dry soils, but not very dry
for longer than two weeks.
Needs: likes acidic, loamy soils.

6 Sambucus nigra
f. porphyrophyl/a AGM
Good for: intercepts rain to
reduce waterlogging. Fast-growing.
Needs: any soil, any aspect.

7 Stachys byzantina
Good for: withstands a few
days of flooding.
Needs: ideal for sunny slopes.

8 Verbenabonariensis AGM
Good for: allows air circulation
following wet weather.
Needs: suitable for most soils,
prefers a sunny spot.

9 Viburnum opulus
'Roseum'

AGM

Good for: tolerates wet soils
after heavy rain.
Needs: any soil, any aspect.

rhs.org.uk/get-involved
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Wood bridge in Bloom's
coastal dry garden at
Woodbridge Cruising
Club, Suffolk.

Create a dry garden
With more regular dry spells predicted for the UK, a drought-resistant
garden could be a worthwhile investment, and as RHS Chief Horticulturist
Guy Barter explains, it's not just the driest areas that could benefit.
While Britain is not a dry country, there are
low-rainfall regions, mostly in the south
and east. In dry summers, plants in these
areas can suffer, especially on south-facing
slopes or exposed areas, and particularly on
free-draining, sandy soils. Choosing plants
that perform without additional watering is
a great way to reduce water use while also
saving you time.

Finding the right spot
Whether or not you are gardening in a
dry climate, there may well be patches
in your area or within a garden that lend
themselves to a 'dry' approach. Seek out
areas of full sun, those in the rain shadow
of a wall, or where drainage is sharp, such
as on a bank, raised bed or slope. You could
also construct a similar feature. Areas near
trees are likely to be so ramified by tree
roots that even drought-resistant plants

years it can get crowded and needs careful
thinning, but in Essex,the driest region of
the UK, 15 years out of 20 are expected to
be severely dry. Visit rhs.org.uk/gardensl
hyde-hall for more.

What plants resist drought?
Established trees and shrubs usually
survive dry British summers, while newly
planted subjects will need watering.
Summer-flowering herbaceous perennials
and bedding plants tend to rely on rain
or, in drier years, watering. As you might
expect, plants that naturally resist drought

An exposed hilltop and sloping topography
at RHS Garden Hyde Hall, with tightly
packed clay soil, made the perfect spot
for our low-maintenance Dry Garden. First
planted in 2001, it features a wide range of
drought-resistant plants in a gravel mulch
for a striking, Mediterranean feel. In wetter
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zones such as Ceanothus (Californian
lilac). Since Britain is neither very hot nor
very cold, many Mediterranean plants
will thrive here and offer reliable planting
for dry gardens. Grasses may also survive
dry soil, particularly those from warmer
regi.ons. Such 'grasses have a special form
of photosynthesis that allows them to use
water efficiently, but this is inhibited in
colder temperatures.

Dry garden top tips
1Mulch

with gravel to inhibit weeds
and keep soil moist and cool.

2

Improve soil with garden compost
or organic matter before planting,
helping new plants survive the first
year when they are most vulnerable.

3

Feeding is unnecessary and can
lead to the need to replant more
frequently. However, on sandy soils
in particular, potassium-rich fertiliser
applied in late winter will help plants
survive drought. Adequate potassium
supports plants' ability to use
water efficiently.

may fail to thrive. Winter and spring bulbs
are particularly suitable here, not forgetting
hardy autumn-flowering cyclamen.

Dry Garden, RHS Garden Hyde Hall

often hail from dry areas such as the
coast, including Eryngium maritimum
(sea holly), heath land such as brooms,
and many from Mediterranean climate

4 Plant hardy cultivars such as brooms
and thyme in autumn and then plant
slightly tender ones, such as lavender
and rosemary, in April. Summer
plantings may need considerable
watering, while autumn plantings
risk winter loss.

5

Clay soils set solid in heat and plants
cannot access the nutrients and
moisture in summer. They can be
so wet in winter that they damage
drought-resistant plant roots.
Consider creating raised beds when
planting a dry garden on clay.
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Expert advice: plants for dry conditions
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Verbascum (Cotswold Group) 'Gainsborough'
AGM(mullein) has summer, primrose-yellow
flowers rising from a rosette of robust leaves.
These are often hairy or grey to retain
moisture and, being low down, are sheltered
from drying breezes. Insect friendly.

Corokia x virgata is a medium-sized shrub
from New Zealand and an interesting
alternative to Cistus, lavender, rosemary,
sage and Phlomis (see bottom left), which
are often used in dry gardening.

Hylotelephium, (formerly Sedum), includes
some of the most reliable, drought-resistant
plants, with fleshy, waxy leaves. Deep pink
H. (Herbstfreude Group) 'Herbstfreude' AGM
and red-stemmed H. telephium 'Red Cauli'
AGMare good options. Insect friendly.

Exotic Kniphofia, from southern Africa,
includes many hardy cultivars, adding fiery
notes all summer long. It has strap-like leaves
to conserve water. K. 'Timothy' AGMhas
pink-tinged, orange flowers and K. 'Tawny
King' AGM,opens orange and fades to cream.

Some Euphorbia are famously droughtresistant. Good options include E. characias
subsp. characias 'Blue Hills>GM and E.
myrsinites AGM,a low-growing shrub with
bright yellow spring flowers. Insect friendly.
Euphorbia sap can irritate.

Bottlebrush, an evergreen sun-loving shrub
with narrow water-saving leaves, includes
crimson-flowered Callistemon citrinus
'Splendens' AGM.Other hardy, droughtresistant Australian plants include Grevillea
rosmarinifolia AGMand Acacia dealbata AGM.

Phlomis can be shrubby, such as the highly
drought-resistant P. fruticosa AGM,a yellowflowered Jerusalem sage, or herbaceous,
such as P. tuberosa (above), which thrives
with no watering in summer. Waxy leaves
help retain water. Insect friendly.

Eryngium, which are insect friendly, hove
the spiky, grey, waxy foliage characteristic
of many drought-tolerant plants. Sea holly
(E. maritimum) is a native that flourishes on
dry, windy shores.

Panicum virgatum 'Warrior' is a North
American switch grass and a hardy warmseason cultivar. Other grasses such as Stipa
gigantea are also drought-resistant.

rhs.org.uklget-involved
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Left
A teacher and pupil
work on a bug hotel's
green roof at the
Gateway Garden,
Burncross, Sheffield a 2017 RHS Greening
Grey Britain project.

Growing tomorrow's
gardeners
Fuchsia Wilkins from the RHS Campaign for School Gardening offers tips
on inspiring young people to garden for a changing world.
Community gardens are great places to
instil environmental awareness in children.
By leading by example, you can fill young
people with a sense of responsibility and
respect for the world around them.
Following the powerful call from BBC's
Blue Planet II to take plastic pollution
more seriously, we've seen schools and
youth groups across the country up in
arms, with children campaigning for
cleaner oceans and the protection of
wildlife. Eco-friendly practises seem to have
caught the imagination of many young
people, perhaps sparking off their early
understandings of cause and effect, and
how this relates to the natural world.
Most young people learn well by doing
and if you can promote the simple mantra
of 'reduce, reuse, recycle' in everything you
do in the garden, the message is sure to
catch on. Who knows, they might have their
own greener gardening suggestions!
The Campaign for School Gardening
website hosts a range of resources to help
young people to garden with the planet in
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mind. Below are three eco·,friendly activities
you might like to try at your garden.

pens (permanent

ink) or waterproof

paint and decorate the outside of their
watering cans.

1 Sow seeds in biodegradable,
recycled pots

3 Share seed-saving skills

Make four incisions (2-2.5cm long) around
the bottom of a carboard toilet roll, and

Once flowers and edible produce have gone
to seed, it's time to collect the seeds and

fold inwards to make a base. Fill with
compost, pop a seed in the top, place in
a waterproof tray and water in. Keep the
tubes on a windowsill or in a greenhouse.
When the seedlings are ready to go outside,
just put the pots in the ground - the
cardboard will break down naturally.

save them to sow next year. Children can
dry the seeds, sort them and then design
and make their own seed packets. Explain
that plants will need to flower before seed
can be collected. Show the difference
between those that will be ready the first
year and others, such as onions and carrots,
which will need to be left to overwinter

2 Make your own watering

before the seeds can be collected the
next year.

can

Give a second life to an empty, plastic milk
bottle by turning it into a useful watering
can, the perfect size for little ones to carry.
Place the milk bottle lid on a wooden board
and use a thin nail and a hammer to make
small holes in it to act as the rose. Make
a tiny hole in the handle of the bottle to
allow air inside and let the water flow freely.
Children could get creative with coloured

Find out more about these activities and
other ways to grow sustainably with young
people at schoolgardening.rhs.org.uk
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Anyone who knows me, knows how much I love the natural world.
But it was the 2017 RHS John MacLeod Lecture: Gardening with a
Mission by Professor David Wolfe, that really opened my eyes to the
impacts of climate change on our wonderful planet.
He explained that in the past 100 years, carbon dioxide levels
have gone up rapidly, and the living world has been affected by
this. 'Climate change will forever alter the fabric of our gardens,
farms and natural landscapes with implications for our ecosystem,'
Professor Wolfe told us.
This got me thinking about our own garden. Like many parts of
the UK, our garden suffered from a harsh end to the winter and
a late spring. Our berberis is usually one of our most successful
shrubs, but this year it tooka battering. Wildlife such as butterflies
that rely on plants like berberis for food are then affected too,
and I could see how the ecosystem could easily get thrown
out of balance.
I felt a bit gloomy initially, but my mum and I did some research
and discovered lots of ways that we can all take positive action in
the garden. Now when I feel overwhelmed, I remind myself: small
steps can make a huge difference! Below are just some of the
practical things we've tried out, which could possibly be adopted
by your group.
tl Encourage people to cycle or walk to your community garden
or school and help reduce carbon emissions and pollution from
car travel.
tl Get online! I try to raise awareness of environmental issues on
social media, and there's a huge, growing community of kids
online who really care about the world around us and
its conservation.
tl Spread the word in person. Through our community gardening
,group, Operation Farm, we've run 'pop-up' stalls at community
events as a way to share activities such as how to make recycled
paper plant pots and plant vegetable seeds.
tl Ask your school or workplace about their policies. I've spoken to
the head teacher and the food tech teacher at my school about
our use of plastics and recycling, and we are looking at setting
up a student-led environment group. I can't wait!
tl Encourage residents to grow, eat and buy local, seasonal food,
reducing food miles and the community's carbon footprint. A
community veg plot is a great way to share this message.
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A greener
garden
RHS Young Ambassador, George
Hassall, shares how an inspirational
talk sparked his commitment to
garden with a mission.

tl Reduce, reuse and recycle as much as possible. We try to use old
and unwanted building materials. We've used old wellies to grow
strawberries in, started peas off in toilet roll centres and grown
herbs in a large colander!
The RHS JohnMacLeod lecture inspired me to find out what I can
do to make a difference. Unless we take action, ours and future
generations will continue to be affected by climate change.
The 2017 John MacLeod lecture followed the RHS Gardening in a
Changing Climate Report, published in April, and the Garden for
a Changing Climate at the inaugural RHS Chatsworth Flower Show.
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Left
Chris Bavin, presenter of
Britain in Bloom on BBC
Two, with Janet Hurst
and Stephanie Brindle
from Goring in Bloom.

Why Britain is blooming
Chris Bavin, presenter of BBC Two's recent Britain in
Bloom series, shares what he learned about community
gardening and why everyone should get stuck in.
It was amazing to see how much positivity
people take from getting involved in
community gardening. Seeing people from
different ages, religions and backgrounds
coming together to achieve something is
a wonderful feeling. The sense of purpose,
achievement and fulfilment were very real.
Here are three things I picked up while
working with some of the UK's Britain in
Bloom groups.
People are more disconnected from
each other and their communities
than ever before. Many of us don't
live near where we grew up, or we move
around for work - so having that sense of
community isn't as simple as it once was.
This is where community gardening projects
can be so important. It was clear that being
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involved can really tie people to an area
and allow them to put down roots, if you
will excuse the pun. What better way to
integrate yourself with your neighbours and
fellow members of the community, than
working together to make it a better place
for everyone?

Grass Roots.
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Gardening together can really give
people that sense of 'getting back
to basics', and it can, be contagious,
too. Reconnecting with nature is obviously
hugely positive for all concerned. There
aren't many activities that you can do
to benefit as many people, while also
improving your local area and giving

The positive effect of the work
being done by gardening groups
for the environment is superb.
Local authorities have fewer funds for
communities or green spaces, just when
they are needed more than ever. And, as we
continue to see British wildlife disappearing
and the climate changing, community

something back to your community. Then
there's the finished product that can
continue to make a difference to people's
lives. So the range of positive effects that
can come from community gardening are
huge. Initially, an area is improved, but it
also has an important deterrent effect. The

gardeners are filling in the gaps. The
awareness of and focus on pollinators and
environmentally sympathetic planting
are making a very real difference.
Britain in Bloom is an amazing and
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less litter there is, for example, the less likely
people are to litter themselves. It seems to
me that the more effort people make, the
more likely others are to follow.
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magical initiative that brings people
together and makes each area better to
live in and visit. I really believe that if
everyone got involved the world would
become a better place, and you don't
hear that very often! The positivity
around Britain in Bloom is hugely
infectious and long may it spread.

Left
Whitton Place
Allotment, run by
the RHS-affiliated
Horsenden Allotment
and Garden
Association, benefits
from composting
toilets.

A loo with a view
A green solution to allotment facilities in West London is
opening up community gardening to more people.
of staying viable and relevant for the
community into the future.
He explains that they selected the
composting toilets due to a lack of mains
sewerage and electricity at the sites. They
are low maintenance and, importantly,
he says, have a minimal environmental
impact. Composting toilets help to reduce

instance to confirm options for the disposal
of composted waste.
The project is being supported through
funding by the London Borough of
Ealing, Big Lottery Fund and Heathrow
Communities Together. Joseph is happy
to speak to groups interested in installing
composting toilets in their community
projects. You can contact him at
haaga@wordpress_com

the toilets on-site means the allotments are
able to cater to more of the community and
really make them an asset for everyone,'
he says. 'We've had open days, schools
visiting, and one allotment even hosts
theatre performances - none of this could
happen if they weren't set up to allow it.'

water and ground pollution levels by not
adding to local sewage, and also reduce
water use. The kit composting toilets used
for this project include a solar panel to
power automatic lighting, and the sink is
connected to a fillable water container, with
a solar-powered pump for hand-washing.
Sawdust is added regularly to elirnincte
odours and help the waste to decompose.

Joseph is hoping that the roll-out will
also give the allotments a greater chance

If you are considering installing a system,
speak with your local council in the first

Volunteers in Ealing are taking a practical
approach to ensuring that the London
borough's lj5 allotments can become wellused resources for the whole community.
The Ealing Allotment Partnership (EAP) has
installed composting toilets in 16 of its lj5
allotments so far.
EAP Project Manager Joseph Mangar says
that making the sites accessible to more
people has already had an impact. 'Having
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